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ABSTRACT

A mathematical representation has bcoil developed for the

electromagnetic force field, the fluid flow field, the

temperature field (and for trimsport controlled ki-natics), in a

levitation melted motal droplet. The technique of mutual.

inductances was m1ployed for the calctilation of tho, alectro-

magnetic force field, while the tuj.•))ul.vnt Navier 	 Stokes

equations and the turbulent convective tr,"IIISPDX't equations

were used to represent the fluid flow field, the tOMP037ature

field and the concentration field. The governing differontial

equations, written in spherical coordinates, were solved. numerically.

The computed results were found to lxn in good agreement with

measuremen1r; reported in the literatura, '---,'137dinq tho lifting

force, and the averace temporature of the spocimen and carburiza-

tion rates, which were trinnsport controlled.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The levitation melting technique, that is the positioning of

metal droplets by an electromagnetic , force field, generated
'r	

by induction coals of suitable geometry has gained a great deal

of popularity during the 1950's and 1960's. The principal

attraction of this technique was that small metallic samples (say

ranging in weight From .5 to 5 g.) could be melted and reacted in the

absence of a solid container. It was generally held that the eddy

currents induced in the metallic sample produced'a spatially uniform

temperature field thus the technique was fopnd to be particularly-

useful for studying gas - melt interactions.

More recently, levitation melting is gaining rather greater

prominence, because electromagnetic force fields are being used

for the positioning of samples in_ . si)ace processing experiments.

, One of the important features of these systems is that the

absence of gravity will necessarily eliminate thermal

buoyancy driven natural convection, a factor., of particular

importance in certain solidification studies. However, since the

samples are positioned by an electromagnetic force field, the question

A'	 will naturally arise whether this force field in itself may give

rise to convection currents, furthermore whether an y temperature

gradients that ma y exist on the free surface of these samples

may give rise surface tension driven flows.
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Clearl y , a quant-itaUve "Ildor.-ritandinq of those Phonolliona would

be highly desirable, for both the planning and the in ter,prata Lion

of in-flight r,-xperimonts. Furthermorer the cJllantitative

description of the temperature and velocity fields in levitated

droplets under convontional ground based experimental conditions

would also be of considerable interest, since this knowledge

would be, very helpful in the interpretation of any kinetic measure--
I

Previous work in 
the area of levi,tatj.on melting may be

divided into two categories, namely c.,xperimantal- studies concerned

with physico-chemical measurements at high temperatures, which

did not consider tv-nn%nort phenomena in the melt on the one hand, (1)

and purely electrodynamic work, concerned with the calculation of

the lifting force 
on 

the other. (2)

The principal purpose of the Present paper is to develop Lhe

theoretical framework for combining the electrodynamic and the

transport aspects of this problem.

2. POMIULATION

Fig. 1. shows a sketch of the conventionally used coil arraligailents

for the levitation melting of metal. droplets. It is seen that an AC
current is being passed through two (or more) opposing coils and as

a result an electromagnetic force field is being generated.

This forc6 field will have two effects on a metallic specimen

located between the coils.

j
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(i) A net force (lifting force) will be exerted on the

specimen, which, when largo enough compaa:ed to the weight of

the saM lAce will be able to balance the gravitational force and thus

"levitate tale specimen".

(ii) The induced eddy currents dissipated i.n the b ample will. cause

"Joule Heating" and will also generate, a stirring force.

In developing a quanti.tative representat:ign of such' -a

system, one has to

(a) CaJ.c'ulate the electromagnetic force field acting on the

specimen, }aence the lifting force, i.e. the conditions for levitation

for a given applied magnetic field, such as the •roil current and the

coal confi.quration.

(b) Calculate the fluid flow field, as generated icy the

electromagnetic (Lorentz) forces.

(c) Calculate the temperature field that results from the

balance between heat generation and heat dissipation due to

convection and radiation.

Here one should remark that the.  goverping equations are necessarily

coupled, because the fluid flow within the sphere is driven by

the combined effects of thermal natural convection and electro-

magnetic forces. Furthermore, the spatially variable heat

generation in the system is caused by the current distribution.

Whilea number of electromagnetically driven flow problems have

been successfully modelled in the past,(3 7) the present system poses

the additions complication of spherical , symmetry.

r	
.

p
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2.1 Calculation of tile Electromagnetic Porco Flield and... ,-- ,-- — — — — — --

of the Lifting force

Let us consider a molten sphere having spatially uniform

physical properties sketched in Fig. 2. Let us consider

furthermore, that the applied electromagnetic force field also

shown in the figure will be axially symmetrical. For spherical

geometry the induced current will be flowing in the ^ direction.

The 
induced 

current- will generate a magnetic field and the

interaction of this maqnetic field with the current will give

rise to an electromagnetic force field.

These electric phenomena will have three manifestations:

(a) , A lifting force will be generated

(b) Thermal onergy will be dissipated in the
metallic speciman

(c) A stirring force will be exerted on the snecimeta.

Pt the total levitation force is given by

F	 (l/2) Re (JxB*) dv
v	 a

furthermore the power adsorbed by the melt (i.e. the total

Joule Heat generated) is: .

f(1/2)RC(J - J*)/a dv
	

(2)

v

finally the spatial distribution of the time-averaged stirring force in

the melt per unit volume is:

"
P
s	

112) Re (J x B
	

Q)

'*The list of symbols is given at the end of the paper.
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What needs to be .done here is to evaluate the induced current

density J and the magnetic flux intensity R, for a given coil

geometry and coil current.

In essence there are two ways in which this may be accomplished,

One of these would involve starting with the differential M6 well's

equationsr solving for the magnetic field and then computing

the induced current. (6)

The alternative technique, which will be, used here, involves

the concept of mutual inductances. In this integral formulation

the specimen (i.e. the levitated droplet) is. considered to consist

of a set of electrical circuits and ors-.,solves for

the current generated in each of these. Once the current

distribution is known, the magnetic faux density is readily calculated

and hence the terms appearing in Eqs. (1)-(3) may be evaluated.

The magnetic flux density A for a given current distribution

.is given by Ampere's law:

PPo	
dxar

t	 ? dv	 (a)
vol r'

where J is the current density in a volume element dv at a distance

r'from the point at which the flux density B is being evaluated

and ar is the unit vector in the r direction. The quantity , J

must include the induced current within the levitated sphere as

well as the current within the coil.

Let ' us define the vector botential A, as:

B = 2 x A	 (5)

Then Eq. (4) becomes

u	 J
A = 7	 Volf 	" dv	 (6)

On noting the axial symmetry of the field,the levitated
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sphere is divided into elamentary circuits as shown

in Fig.	 segment of the spherical shell is considered
. .

as a region of constant: current density. For such a system

Eq. (6) may be written as.-4

tj	 sphere	 dt	 coils	 dt
A^ ^ (_ E	 (J. S) c	 s	 x (k) .0	 (7)

ciz l	 k= l

where dZ is the line element of circuit of constant current density,

and S is the' cross sectional area of the circuity and I (k) is the coil

current

its should be noted that first term on the rhs of Eq. (7)

d.escri)5ds ' the induced potential While the second term *describes the

applied potential.
From Faraday's law of induction, the induced current in anv

circuit, i in a levitated sphere is given explicitly by:

	

Bi , dZ - - dt f R. ds	 (a)
s

where the surface of integration is bounded by the perigh ery of the circuit.

For a time harmonic field we have

Re { J e7Iat)	 (9)

B	 Re { B ejWt)	 (10)

Using Eq. (9) - (10), Eq. (8) can be written as:

sphere	 11

0 ti	
dt = -• 7wU { F,Mi 

c (J. S) c + E Pit, Y S (k) }	 (ll)

	

C=I	 ,	 k-1

where

u

	

dP,a.Q,^	 (12)Mi r c = 9 0 4S
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is the mutual inductance, (can self inductance, when imC) which may

be calculated using the rind-rind formulas (0).

Finally in order to avoid dealing with complex numbers, equation

(12) is separated into real and imaginary Parts, are follows:
The levitated sphere de picted in Pig. (8) is divided into

N x L circuits. The eddy current distribution can be obtained by

solving 2 x N x Is real, simultaneous algebraic equations.

11	 L
e,J)	 F,	 F	 M

(i,Q),	 V) 
	

(1^^V) 
.^.xr^ (,7(i^.o.)21;r sin 0	 (13)

la •l V=1

coils

N L

	

ITi;t J . S .	 .. Fw	 Tt r sin 0Qw
iwl ^V=.L 

^(i,Q), ( 1 ► , V )	 U,V	 a,2

W c^^ a ^;	 M(i sQ),k 3m (xk)	
(la)

kwl

In the present case, the vector potential, has only one

component, in the ^ direction; since the vector potential has the

	

same direction as the cuxr.ent, B	 and 13 0 are related to A as follows:

l8	 (16)B 0 .. . r W (r, A^)

Thus finally the knowledge of B r , B and J^ enables one to evaluate

the quantities F., P and PS which were defined in Eqs. (1-3).



2.2 Calculation of the fluid Flow Field

In general the fluid flow field in levitated metal, droplets will

• be driven by two ,forces, that is the electromagnetic force field

(which we have just calculated) and the buoyancv force field, which

is due to temperature differences within the specimen. It may be

expected that the velocity field will be turbulent, so that aonronriate

techniques have to be invoked for evaluating the turbulent shear

stresses (i.e'. the Reynolds stresses).

The following principal assumptions are mailo- in the dovelooment,

of the governing equations.

(1) The flow field will be considered to be two dimensional,

that is only the r and the 0 components of the velocity will appear.

(2) The k-e model (9110) may be used to represdtit the turbulent viscPsity

(3) Any possible damping of the turbulence by the magnetic field

is neglected

(4) No allowance is made either for the anisotrol:y of t ilr-

bulence near the free surface, or for the possible damning effect due

to surface tension forces near the free surface.

On commenting on the appropriateness of these assumptions it is

noted that because of the axial s ymmetry (svmmetrical location of

the specimen regarding the coils) the assumption concernin g the two

dimensional nature of the velocity field was thought, to be reasonable.

The k-e model has been selected because this has been a c7uite

widely used anproach for modelling turbulent electromagnetically

(11,12)driven flows	 with considerable success and at *resent

there appears to be no obvious, more satisfactory alternative.



The last two assumptions represent an ovprsimolifica-

tion, which ought to be refined, once experimanUal data become

available in order to Permit this. The implications of these

assumptions, in the light of some ex perimontal measurements, will

be discussed subsequentIv.
For steady two dimensional flow in snherical coordinates, the

governing equations take: the following form.-

The equation of continuitv:

I z
7-2 Wr (Pr

2 () 
r	 r sin 0	 pu sin 0) t; o	 (17)

The ^eciuration of motion 

r direction

7:2IC
( P u r22 S

 Tr	 r	 off	 rr) I- F sill 0 a (P	 U0,
in 0

 

1j eff. sin 0 S rO)	 SU r	 (18)

I	
1 0 direction

1	 a	 1	 -—2 Wr (Pli 
r 
UO r

2	 r2 
p eff S ro ) +	

-0—	 (p je sin 0
r

it 
eff sin Osee) = su e 	 (19)

where S i ; is the symmetric part of the strain rate tensor

2	 S +-S0
SU =	 ef f	 r( 

60
—jA) - (P-P^ g sin 0

r	 r	 Dr 

+ 1: pRe ( j	 B	 (2n)2
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U. ► )	 ..
Sap	 .. °	 . ?	 ^^ Sax	 `^	 ''Qft^

+ .(P^(^) g cos 0	 l P it  (J U^)
P()

(21)

where

P a P° P g r o o s 0

P , A (l .. (1 V T)

Ur
Srr 	 — -,

S
DU 0	 Ur

00	 r	 a:

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(2^)

(27)

The turbulent or eddy viscosity may be calculated

by using the k--c model.: 	 .

U t = C
11 

P k2/c
	

(28)

separate transport equations ^t, ll have to be written for k, the

turbulent kinetic energy and e the turbulent kinetic energy

digsi7ation; these take the tollowin4form:

The turbulent kinetic energy:

2	 ^^t	 ak _	 1	 a
-- ( p ►)r r 2k ° z 	 + ak ) ar )	r sin 0	 (29)

SU
t

{{^u, sin 0 k	 (N ,^,
	 ^, n^ t )	 --- 0k )s 

., _	 r	 20	 kL J*
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where

2	 + 2 4 - S 2 + S 2	 3s ► l
k 

- 21j-h (S rr	 S 00	 41	 r 0	
(0)

The turbulent energy dissipation:

D	
ji	 I( C)

wr (PI r 2
	 2	 tr - r N +--) rr

r	
U'C	 a C	 r sin 0

sin 0 e - (P+dam)r	 0
SU e
	

(31)
a 

where

SU	 2C	 It (S2 +'00	 25 2 4
. Sr 0 )1 k	 t rr	 00	 r 0

C 2 	 kP 	
2	

(32)

and cTk p (I 
C 
e C 

11 1 
C
1 

and. C2 area constants. At high

values of the Reynolds number' all these quantities are 'gen'arally

aCaumed to be constant. At low Reynolds numbers C
H 

and C2 will

become dependent on He ,(k 2 
/Vc). The values of these constants and ofT:-	

(9flo)
the func i.qn are given elpev•here.

2.3 Tam2erat%,ire field

The temperature field in a levitated metal droplet is governed

by the rate of heat generation, due to Joule Beating, the rate of

convective and radiative loss from the free suL , face and by the rate

at which thermal energy is being transported inside the specl,men,

by conduction and ,by convection.

Written in spherical coordinates the convective energy balance

equation takes the following fora:
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x dr (pr 

r2T tJ^? 

prR + prt) I(
DT 	 1

 ) w r sinU

OT _ sin 0	 ( li	 +	 ) t )	 DT)	 _	
Rp	 (J"7 *)

-(piJ	 sin (33)
0^0	 p	 r	 pr 

R	 p r t	
a U

a
'rho boundary conditions necessary to com plete the	 statement. of the

pr°oblom are cTiven as follows: .

At the axis of 3Yj"metrY	 0 and 0 = ^^

U 0	 -	 0	 '1

avr/b 0	 0

statement of symmetry. (34)
dk/a0 = 0

ar /aQ - 0

aT/aa	 0

At the surface of sphere r = R

a U O /3r = 0

li	 0
(35)

r.

ak/ar = 0

a e /a r -- 0

-	 k	 - - h	 (T- ►,,	 + c e. (T9-rIV
3r^)

'these surface boundary conditions express the physical

constraints that momentum, turbulent kinetic energy and the rate of

turbulent energy dissipation are not transported across the phase

boundary, and that the velocity normal to the phase boundary is zero.

The last equation expresses the continuity of the heat flux.,
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h, the convective heat transfer coefficient between the Levitated

drop and the surroundil q gas stream was correlated for forcnri.

` convection and natural, convection as (13).

i	
Nu = 0, 0RC,

1/2 Pr 1/3	 150< Re< 500	 36)

Nu = 0.70 (Gr Pr) 1/4
	 105 < G'r < 1.0 0

	
(37)^ ,

3. COMPUTATIONAL TH4CHN IQUE

In generating a solution of the governing equations the

magnetic field equations were solved first. This involved

dividing the sphere into 0x15 circuit elements and solving the

resultant set of linear equations. Once; the current distribution

was known, the magnetic flux density was readily calculated,

together with the electromagnetic force field vector, the pattern

of Joule teat generation and the lifting force.

In the subsequent . phaae of the computation the fluid flow

equations, the convective heat flew equation and the conservation

equations for k and e were solved together, using a finite difference

technique described by Spalding. (Y4^ -

A 10x17 grid structure was used and the computation required

about 100 seconds on MIT's IBM 370 digital computer.

4.. - COMPUTED  RESUL' T5

In the following we shall present a selection of the computed

results, pertaining to the lift force exerted on levitated dr.onlets,

on the fluid flow and heat flow phenomena and finally this informa•-
r
r

h
tion will be us6d for the interpretation of some measurements,

obtained by one of the authors on the carburization of molten iron
(13,15)

droplets.
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The actual calculations were carried out for input parameters

which correspond to the exp rimental conditions used for. these

carburization measurements. One gram of iron was levitated in a

CO2
 +C0 gas mixture, at 40 atmospheres, with a gas flow rate of

5 1/m (STP). The tu}3e containing the droplet and the gas stream

was 13 mm in diameter . Under steady state conditions the temperature

of the molten dro p was 1650"C.

The actual coil configuration used is given in Fig. 1; the

coils 
I 
were made of silver tubing, 3.1 nun in diamoter. Two co-

planar turns, '17.2 mm inner diameter were employed, both above

and below the levitated sphere. The distance between the upper

and the lower turns was 10 putt.

The power Supply was a IOkW, 450 kHz high frequency generator..

The actual coil current was not measured, but its value will be

deduced from subsequent heat flow calculations.

4.1 ,Lift Force Calculations

In order to find the position of the levitated sphere, for an

estimated coil current,the lifting force and power absorhod is

calculated along the axis of the coil. Figs. (4) to (6) show the

results for coil currents of 200, 250, 300 Amp respectively. The

symmetry-of the force field and power absor6tion around the center

of the coil is a result' of the svmmet'ry of coil. At a 200 Am= coil

current, Fig. (4), the maximum lifting force is 7x10 -3 N which

is less than weight of the drop (9.81x10 3N). Under these

conditions it is not possible to levitate the 1 dram iron drops. At-

higher coil currents Figs. (5).and (6) levitation is possible as

indicated by the intersection of the curves representing the lift

force (FA, ) and the c ight of the particle (mg) . There are two

positions where the electromagnetic force balances the



woiqhL of the dro p , an cloarly shoun in Fiji. (5) ► but, (oily Lhe

larqor of those two values doon CorroSoona to a SLOW equilibrium,

since any upward or downward Ovviotion from It produces a

restoring 11009 force docromont or increment respectively.

IL is intorostinq to note that at zero gravity ► the stable posit

corresponds to the center of tho coil. The powor Asorboc! at 250

was 70 W while for 300 Lhis Awe won 511. The decrease of the

power shaorption by incrovisinq coil current is the basic feature

of OlectromaqnOW Jovication.

The coil current may now he estimated with reasonable accuracy,

booa"so a volue of about 250A will give the Proper lifting force.

purthormoro, as will he shown 5obsequontl y ► the oorrosoondinq

power in put will give the correct HOPI& tomnoraturO, using an

overall onorqy balanco.

forvos and hoa-t qonoration in lovitat-Od

pi.q. (7) shows the computed force field and the heat (jenorcation PAUOM

in the drop. It is soon that the aloctromanoLic field is markedly

attenuated boyond the skin Moth wh1oh is 0.9 Mm for mOltOn iron at

450_Knz. As a result of positioninq the lovitatod suh,ro close yo

to the boLtom Wils the force field and heat cienoration are mOvOd

toward the lower half of tho sohero.

Since the current: only penetrates a vory small rogion in the

drop,	 the magnetic flux density indroasos rapidly Mh r as it

ap ►roachas to tho surface, thoroforn the QIoUromaqnetic forces aro

almost normal Jo the r direction:
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4.3 2.1 ow Fields
The comPuted VclOciLY field acid tomPeraLtIrc field are given

in pic The compuLod Voloc3LV field show's a double loot)

I

	

	 circulation pattorn, which is consistent with the force field shown

in the previous figure and is to I)o expecU.,cl for a stationary

electromagnetic field. The maxitilum velocit y at the free nur'17aco

was found to be about 0.28 m/s . , which is in reasonab1c. Iqualit-ative'

agrecimont with m(,,Lisuroments reported ill the I-I 'Lorcature. More

speci.fically Robertson a-stj lliitLxI surface velocities ranging from

about 0.1 - 0.. 2 m/s for a similar s ystcm considered hore. (16) -

Ail important point to be ludo,, about the t(,,myor itur f jc3j . d J.s that

the averacje temperature of 1650 0C agrees well with the measurements.

The examination of the temperature field is instructive,

because it shows that a temperature difference of about 10 0C may

exist even in this relatively small scale system, in spite of

regions having quite, high 'Linear velocities. This is a significant

finding which deserves further comment.

The apparently quite rapid circulation ra ges ' A'Aiat ' were predicted

do not guarantee that the s ystem is N :, 11 mixed, provided the time

scale for convection is much smaller than the diffusive time scale.

For the present case, t c the convective time scale is given

as*

t	 0 . 0 2 s
c'	 U	 (38)

while the diffusive time scale (for turbulent flow)is given as

t	
d2.	

S

d I R	 (X eff	 (33)
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Nhis can explain the existence of the slight temperature gradients

within the system. The question of mixing is of greater imnortance

in diffusion problems (since the molecular diffusivity for molten

metals is much smaller than the thermal diffusivity, even when

both are.effectively enhanced by turbulence) and this question

will be discussed subsequently.

pig. 9 shows a computed plot of both the turbulent kinetic

energy and of the ratio: effective viscosity/molecular viscosity .,

for the system. The important point to note here is that 1c is

sharply reduced and that the ratio 11/1.1 t; tends to

a value of 2 on approaching the free surface. It has

to be stressed that this behavior has not been externall y imposed

on the system, but rather is a direct consequence of the curvi-linear

geometry employed hare. More specifically the rate of energy

transfer from the center toward the outside is being diminished

by the generation of angular momentum. Another important factor,

which contributes to the laminarization of the flow field close

to the free surface,is the energy consummed in the acceleration

of the fluid in this region. •(17)

It should be noted, th Ott yet another factor, which may

contribute to the lami.narization of the flow field in the vicinity

of the free surface,is the role played by surface tension forces.

This effect has not been considered explicitly in this formulation,

but will be commented upon in the subsequent section of this pager.

i
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4. 4 Reaction 'Kinetics in a Levitated Dronlet

Tile previously given computed results were found to be in

good quantitative or at least semi-cclualitative agreement with

measurements, regarding the lift force, the surface velocities

and the mean tomparature. Examination of the computed Lemparat tire

field has indicated that tho system was not- very 1.7all, mixed, in

spite of the quite rapid circulation rates, but no direct experi-

mental evidence was available to support these predictions.

rjUCJJ J)Ct<tOr insight r0.0,117dinq tho 
extent of mixing in the system

andolatio ll nf SQTII ,- k.in p tic Inn-asurm"11-:nAtsbe obtainod by tho rr-.-(-x,

reported by FU-Kaddah and Robertson.

In this work the rate of carburization of iron droplets was

studied with a CO 2
 /CO -i ilxturc, for experimental conditions

which have been given oreviously.

The carburization reaction involved the following reaction

I	 2CO t CO2 + (C) Fe
	 (40)

Previous studies have shown that the chemical reaction rate

was very fast under tile experimental conditions employed, further-

more, the calculated gas phase mass transfer rate was found to be

faster than the experimentally observed rates. It follows that

the rate limiting step had to be liquid phase diffusion or a

mixed control involving both the gaseous and the mot-ion phases.

On postulating mixed control the governing equations take

the following form:
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conservation of the Lransforred species:

D C	 I(	 C)-	 scAr 2-	 L.	 C) 4-	 1L
5 r r	 s 'C t a r 77i 1 '11

(OU sill 0 C
in 0	

00	 r	 Cz	 S, C t: ) (10

the boundary conditions are given as follows:

C= 0	 at	 t = 0	 (42)

specifying zero initial carbon content, and,

(Sc_ 	 (43)C	 k O'CO	 0c	 Dr
t	 r=R	 2	 2-

specifying the continuity of the flux of carbon of the gas-melt

interface where X 
C 0	 is calc4lh ,ted froir equilibrium considerat-jo lls cil-►d

2
s

may be expressed as

c
CO 2	 P	 21)	 (44)

where the activity of carbon is given by

a = C 10 11Cc 
(45)

This system of equations is icadily solved, utilizing the

previously obtained values of the velocity field and of the

turbulence parameters, needed to comoute the values of the eddy

diffusivity.

In view of the sharp changes in both the eddy diffusivity

and in the volume of the qrids in the vicinity of the free surface a

somewhat finer grid structure was used in these calculations,

employing 17xl6 grids, with the extra po"Jits being located in the

vicinity of the free surface.
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Fig. 10 shows the experimental mcasurements with the full

circles; the computed results, usJ,ng turbulent flow ronsiderat:ions

are given by the broken line, while the solid line shows the

results of calculations, assuming laminar flow in the levitated

sphere.

It is seen thiat the assumption of laminar flow rave

excellent agreement between the moasuiementti and the predictions.

The calculated results based on turbulent flow popear to be

quite close also, but this may be somewhat misleading, because

the curve drawn with the broken lane closely ap proaches the limit

of gas phase mass 4:ransfer control.

These results clearly indicate substantial damping of the

turbulence in tilt; vicinity of the free surface, which app ars

to go well beyond the behavior that was attributable to the

acceleration of the flow and the cure:L-lincar coordinate system

that were discussed earlier.

Mechanisms that may be responsible for the damping of

turbulence in the vicinity of the free surface may include the role

played by surface tension forces, as discussed by L vich (lg) and Davis(`0),

However another important mechanism that may ha\,e to be considered

is the damping of the turbulence by the electromagnetic field,

which would be particularly important in damping the velocity

components parallel to the free surface. ^ Zl ^ .

In view of the quasi-laminar behavior postulated in the

vicinity of the free surface it may be of interest fo show one

additional figure, de picting the computed velocity field and

temperature field for laminar flow*conditions. This is done in

Fitt. 11 where it is seen that the Behavior is qualitatively similar

t
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to thnt found for turbulent flow, exce*Pt for the fact that the

linear velocities are some 30-40% higher and the isotherms are

consistent with a rather well defined laminar circulation 1)atLvrn.

5. CONCLUDXNG M' MARKS

A mathematical representation has been developed for the

electromagnetic force field, the fluid flow field, temperature

field and transport controlled kinetics in a levitated metal

droplet.

The statement of the nroblem include) the use of mutuni

inductances to calculate the current density distribution in
the droplet resulting from a given coil currentand coil configura-

tion. Knowledge of the current density distribution enabled the

calculation of 
the lifting force, of the stirring force within

the sphere and of the heat generation pattern.
The fluid flow field 

in the sphere was modelled by writing

the turbulent Navier-Stokes equations . ift spherical coordincites, with

symmetry about the angle 0. The effect of both buoyancy and

electromagnetic.- forces was included in the formulation, ,, thus the

fluid flow equations were coupled with the differential thermal.

energy balance equation, which included convection, eddy conduction

,and heat generation. A differential component balance was also

developed to represent the carburization of an iron sphere, due

to the decomposition of CO at the metal surface. The governing equations

r.	
wer(.- solved numerically, using the k-c model for the turbulent

viscosity and employing primitive variables.

Computed results were obtained for the lifting force, fti! the

k Lt
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heat generation pattern, the velocity and temperature fields

and the rate of carburization. The theoretical Predictions

were compared with experimental measurements, reported proviounly.

In a macroscopic sense the theoretically predicted lift nq

force and mean bulk temperature of the levitated sphere were
found to be in good agreement with the measurements.

It is thought, however that the detailed insight into the
microscopic behavior of the system, provided by-these calcula-

tions was , perhaps of greater significance.

The calculations have shown that the electromagnetic force

field in the molten metal sphere produced quite high malt

velocities, of the order of 0.1 - 0.3 m/s; these values were

in qualitative agreement with the estimates deduced from the

visual observation of'levitated specimens.	 While the fluid

flow field was definitely turbulent in the central. part of the

sphere, notwithstanding the quite small linear scale of the system,
laminarization had occurred to a considerable extent in the vicinity

of the free surface.
In a mathematical sense this laminarization is attributable

to the acceleration of the fluid in a curv,i-tinear. system. In a

physical sense laminarization near the free surface may also have

been promoted by surface tension forces.

This laminarization of the flow field has important consequences

regarding other transport phenomena. The calculated temperature

fields within the sphere have shown that a certain non-uniformity

of the temperatures may exist within the system (say temperature

differences of up to 10°C in the Particular case calculated)
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notwithstanding the high linear fluid velocities and the relatively

small physical size of the specimen ( 6mm diameter).
This laminarizaLion has an even greater influence on transport

controlled kinetics. In this regard the theoretical predictions

for the rate of carburization wore compared with experimental

measurements. The theoretical predictions were based on the

assumption that gas Maze mass transfer and liquid phase convootive

(including turbulent) diffusion being the rate controlling factors.
It was found that the use of a turbulent model would have over-

predicted the carburization rates, while the postulate of laminar

flow gave very good agreement between mainuroments and predictions.

This latter finding clearly confirmed the important laminarizing

effect of surface tension in the vicinity of the free surface, which

in the present case corresponded to the major part of the physical

domain.

At this stage it ought to be mentioned that two assumptions

implicitly made in the formulation, namely snherical geometry and the

absence of surface tension driven flows may be justified a Posteriori

by the reasonable agreement between the measurements and the predUted

behavior. The close approximation to spherical geometry has been

observed by many investigators, furthermore, the absence of significant

temperature gradients on the surface should preclude significant

surface tension driven flows, es pecially as the electromagnetic forces
are at maximum at the free surface.

In conclusion it may be stated that a,realistic mathematical

representation has been developed for the electromagnetic force field
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heat, mass and momentum Lransfor in levitated metal droolats and

t.hat the thoorotical predictions appear to be in very good agreement

with measuraments.

it is suqqosted that these results may gain useful application

in two distinot areas. One of those is 
the 

rational planning and

interpretation of space processing exporimants, which involve

leVJtatiOn melting. The other virovides a potentially very useful

tool for thd interpretation of gic land based levitation experiments,

through the quantitative definition of the fluid flow field in

these systems.

From 
the stand point of basic fluid dynamics the laminarization

of the flow firAd in the vicinity of the free nurface is a very

interesting finding, which will deserve further detailed study.
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LIST OF SYMBOIA

a
c
 activity of carbon

A	 vector potential (Wb/m)
W

D	 magnetic flux density (Iqblm 2

B	 applied magnetic flux density (Wb/m2

C	 carbon concentration MW

C	 concentration diffusing s pacies (kg/id

C 
P 

specific boat of levitated sphere (J/kcjoY,)

CllC2fCv constants of k-e model (m) 	 #

) 5,	 electric field (v/m)

P
Z
 electromagnetic lifting force` (N)

-

9	 acceleration (m/s 2)

FS 
electromagnetic stirring force (N/m 3

.

11	 heat transfer coefficient WW/m 2o K)

I	 coil current (A)

Im imaginary value of

j	 induced eddy current density (A/m 2

turbulent kinetic energy (m 
2 

s 
2

k	 -mass transfer coefficient (-1s)

in	 mass of levitated drop (kg)

M iij 
mutual inductance (11) levitated drop (11)

0	 power adsorbed by Eq. 22)

P	 pressure (NIM 2 )

modified pressure

r	 radial coordinate (m)

Re real value of

S	 cross sectional. area of elementary circuit (tri 
2

T	 temperature (0K)

T 
C1	

ambiant gas temperature (0K)

t	 time (S)

U	 velocity (m/s)
6



"X
y

X	 mole fr4ction of reactive gases

Ito	 magnetic permeability (II/m)

V t	turbulent viscosity (kg/m.$)

P	 density of levitated sphere (kg/m3)

C	 turbulent: kinetic energy (m ` S3)

C	 emissivity of levitated sphere

a	 electric conductivity of levitated droplet (SM)-L

v	 Stefan-Bolt7man constant (J/s.m2 oKa)

akcc constants in k-c model

V	 kinematic viscosity (m"/s)

w	 f requenQy

cxeff effective thermal diffusivity
a	 thermal expansion coefficient

Dimensionless group

Nu	 Nussett number

Pr	 Prandt]. number

Re	 Reynolds number

ReT turbulent Reynolds number

Sc	 Schmidt number

Gr	 Grashof number
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I.'i U^ ,Caption s 
1. Sketch of the levitation coil used in this work.

2. Sketch of the electromagnetic field in levitated sphere.

3. Illustration of the elementary circuit used in

numerical computation.

4. Computed lifting force and power adsorption for a

molten iron droplet along the axis of the coil. Coil

current.200 Amp.

5. Computed lifting force and power adsorptibn. , for a

molten, iron droplet along the axis of the coil.

Coil current 250 Amp.

6. Computed lifting force and power adsorption for a

molten iron droplet along the axis of the coil. Coil

current 300 Amp.

'7. Computed electromagnetic force field and computed

Joule heating (x].0 6 W/m3 ) in a levitated molten iron

droplet. Coil current 250 Amp.

B. Computed velocity field and temperature field

in a levitated iron sphere.

9. Computed turbulent kinetic energy (x10
4
.m 2/s 2 ) RHS and the

?	 ratio of 
uef f /11 R 

LHS .

10. Experimental carburization results (CO 2.15/CO2 at 38.9 atni and

16500C) (13,15) compared with the theoretical predictions

for turbulent and laminar flow in the levitated drop.

11. Computed velocity field and temperature field in a levitated

molten drop assuming laminar flow.
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